In two-moment bulk microphysics schemes, the practice of using different weighted fall velocities for the various moments is known to lead to artificial growth in reflectivity values for fast-falling particles, particularly at the downward leading edge of a precipitation column. Two simple correction schemes that prevent these artifacts while still allowing some effects of size sorting are presented. The corrections are obtained by comparing particle number concentrations that result from two or three different sedimentation calculations. The corrections do not conserve particle number concentrations but do prevent spurious reflectivity growth automatically without the need to place ad hoc limits on mean particle size.
Introduction
Multimoment bulk microphysics schemes have become more common in cloud models in efforts to reduce model errors associated with cloud physics. Two-moment schemes generally predict the particle number concentrations as well as the mass mixing ratios of hydrometeor species. The presentations of various multimoment microphysics schemes have led to inconsistencies and uncertainties about the treatment of the extra moments outside the microphysics (i.e., in advection, turbulent mixing, and sedimentation). This paper is an attempt to clarify the proper advection variables and augment previous work on issues with two-moment sedimentation. Srivastava (1978) presented a two-moment warm rain bulk microphysics scheme in a zero-dimensional framework (i.e., a parcel model or infinite rain shaft), which itself did not treat sedimentation. Srivastava (1978) suggested, but did not actually implement, an extension to multiple dimensions by using number-weighted fall speed V N for number concentration N in league with the mass-weighted fall speed V q for mass mixing ratio q. This procedure allows for some size sorting of particles and has been followed by Murakami (1990 ), Ferrier (1994 , Cohard and Pinty (2000) , and Seifert and Beheng (2006b) , among others. Wacker and Seifert (2001) , however, pointed out serious errors that arise from the formulation itself. An alternative is to use V q for N (e.g., Ziegler 1985; Meyers et al. 1997) , but this choice prevents excessive size sorting by eliminating size sorting altogether.
Wacker and Lü pkes (2009) examined pure sedimentation for one-moment and two-moment sedimentation with various predicted moments. They showed that for one-moment schemes, the maxima of all moments followed the maximum in the predicted moment. For twomoment schemes, however, Wacker and Lü pkes (2009) found that the predicted moments were reasonably accurate compared to a spectral solution but that the diagnosed moments could be extremely inaccurate, particularly when a diagnosed moment is higher or lower than both predicted moments (e.g., the sixth moment diagnosed from predicted zeroth and third moments). Milbrandt and Yau (2005a) also examined the problem of excessive size sorting in pure one-dimensional sedimentation with bulk microphysics in which N and q vary independently. They showed that it could be mitigated by adjusting the distribution shape parameter, either diagnostically or by predicting a third moment of the distribution. They developed a diagnostic shape parameter function that monotonically increased the shape parameter with increasing mean particle size. The larger the shape parameter, the smaller are the differences in the weighted fall speeds, which mitigates the problem of the higher moment outrunning the lower moment. Adjustable distribution functions or prediction of a third moment, however, may require significant changes to existing model codes, so simpler methods (section 3) were sought that would allow some effects of size sorting with minimal extra calculation.
The multimoment microphysics literature has been somewhat inconsistent in the treatment of hydrometeor number concentration as an advection variable. Murakami (1990) and Cotton et al. (1986) predicted the number concentration N but indicated transformation by air density r a to number mixing ratioÑ 5 N/r a for advection [ADV(N/r a )] and turbulent mixing [TURB(N/r a )]. Some schemes have explicitly predicted the number mixing ratioÑ, such as Sun et al. (2002) , Phillips et al. (2007) , and Grabowski and Morrison (2008) . This approach allows the same unmodified advection routine to be used for both moments without having to make temporary transformations between N andÑ.
In some cases it has been somewhat unclear whether N orÑ was actually the advection variable used in the model (e.g., Ferrier 1994; Milbrandt and Yau 2005a) when different forms of the advection equation are presented. Ziegler (1985) expressed advection in terms of N, but effectively in terms ofÑ by inclusion of the extra term that results from expanding ›(N/r a )/›z. Seifert and Beheng (2006a) , on the other hand, expressed all hydrometeor moments as concentrations (mass or number) instead of mixing ratios (along with an equivalent advection equation), which requires altered advection code compared to, for example, potential temperature. The developers of microphysics schemes are likely aware of this issue, but as schemes are often transplanted into different cloud models by nondevelopers, a brief review (section 2) is presented here to clarify the treatment of hydrometeor variable advection and turbulent mixing.
Storm simulations herein used the Collaborative Model for Multiscale Atmospheric Simulation (COMMAS) (Wicker and Wilhelmson 1995; Coniglio et al. 2006 ) and employed a two-moment microphysics parameterization (Ziegler 1985; Mansell et al. 2010) . The microphysics scheme can predict mass mixing ratio and particle number concentration of cloud droplets, rain, cloud ice crystals, snow, graupel, and hail. Number concentration of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) is also predicted, and an optional third moment (reflectivity) has been added for graupel for comparison with the two-moment results. Particle densities of graupel and hail can also be predicted, but for simplicity the hail category was deactivated and graupel density was fixed (500 or 800 kg m 23 ) to reduce feedback sensitivity to the sedimentation. The sounding uses the typical analytic functions of Weisman and Klemp (1982) , with a boundary layer vapor mixing ratio of 13 g kg 21 , constant unidirectional shear of 10 m s 21 over the lowest 5 km, and a surface temperature of 298 K. The initial concentration of CCN was set at 600 cm 23 . The model grid extends 22.25 km in the x and y directions and vertically to 18 km, with resolution of 250 m in each direction (90 3 90 3 73 grid points). A larger domain would usually be preferable to reduce effects of wave reflections on the lateral boundaries, but tests with a larger domain showed only minor qualitative differences, so a small domain was used in the interest of efficiency (computation and storage).
Advection variables
A review of the multimoment bulk microphysics (as noted above) finds little explanation of the treatment of microphysical quantities, such as particle number concentration, in advection and turbulent mixing beyond the presentation of continuity equations. Therefore, this section presents a brief overview of the topic to help avoid inadvertent errors in the numerical mishandling of scalar microphysical variables.
Advection of a scalar state variable f in a parcel of fluid (air, in this case) is described by
where d/dt is often called the comoving or material derivative in natural (Lagrangian) coordinates, and S represents any source terms (including sedimentation and subgrid turbulent mixing) independent of advection. A proper Lagrangian scalar variable must be invariant to changes in parcel size (i.e., compression and expansion) and thereby invariant to changes in fluid density. Since the mass of fluid in a parcel is constant, a ratio of a scalar tracer quantity to the fluid mass can create a parcel invariant variable. For example, the water vapor mixing ratio q y is the mass of water vapor per unit mass of air (kg kg 21 ). On the other hand, water vapor content r y (kg m 23 ) is not invariant because it increases with parcel compression. Similarly, the number of particles per volume N (m
23
) is not a parcel invariant, whereas the number per mass of fluid Ñ (kg 21 ) is invariant. Chemical tracers are typically represented in models as fractions (ppm or ppb), which are analogous to mass mixing ratio and are also parcel invariant.
Inadvertent errors may arise when f can be expressed as a ratio with air density [e.g., f [ X f /r a , where X f would be a nonparcel-invariant variable (such as q v 5 r y /r a noted above)]. Advection can be performed on either f or X f , but the equations are different and would require different (or adaptive) finite difference codes. Thus, care must be taken when a variable is predicted as X f by a physics module. To illustrate this problem, it will be helpful to develop the full expression for a scalar variable in a model framework. The first step is the coordinate transformation, d/dt [ ›/›t 1 V Á $, to yield the Eulerian (inertial frame of reference) advective form of (1):
where V is the local wind vector, and (3) is a transformation by vector identity to the so-called flux form.
Although the advective and flux forms are mathematically equivalent, a finite-difference formulation based on the flux form immediately has conservation properties that are not guaranteed in an advective form unless carefully constructed (Xue and Lin 2001) . The nonhydrostatic compressible case is assumed here, but in the incompressible case the second term in (3) would disappear since $ Á V 5 0 when the fluid density is constant everywhere and there are no sources or sinks of fluid. In the compressible case, it is common to introduce r a into the equations by multiplying (2) and again applying the vector identity:
The introduction of the fluid density converts velocity into mass flux r a V, and the velocity divergence $ Á V becomes the mass flux divergence $ Á (r a V).
In some models, such as those based on Klemp and Wilhelmson (1978) equations, strict mass continuity cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, the scalar equations are very often written as (5) to employ flux differencing of the flux divergence term. The mass flux divergence is used in (5), rather than $ Á V, since in compressible models the divergence of mass is a much smaller quantity than the velocity divergence, particularly in the upper portions of deep convective updrafts. The mass divergence term has sometimes been neglected from the scalar rate equation (e.g., Ferrier 1994; Milbrandt and Yau 2005a ), but it is important for global conservation of the quantity (by advection) in a compressible system of equations.
A general scalar rate equation is now reached by separating the subgrid turbulent mixing and sedimentation from S:
where S f now represents the remaining source and sink terms. Turbulent mixing is the third term, and the fourth term represents sedimentation (e.g., for hydrometeors with appreciable fall speed V f ). Note that the form for sedimentation allows it to be absorbed into the vertical component of the flux advection term, but it is recommended that the sedimentation term be calculated separately for reasons noted in the next section. Sedimentation is the motion of particles relative to the parcel, and it is fundamentally different from advection because of the nonlinearity in the dependence of V f on f. (5) and (6) to be in terms of X f . Expanding the derivatives and utilizing the fluid mass conservation ›r a /›t 5 2$ Á (Vr a ), an equivalent continuity equation can be found:
as used (except for the mixing term), for example, by Seifert and Beheng (2006a) , who predicted hydrometeor mass content L rather than typical q. Turbulent mixing should retain the mixing ratio form, however. For example, a well-mixed layer should have zero vertical gradient in mixing ratio (such as water vapor in the boundary layer). Therefore, care must be taken with X f -type variables, which requires model code that can handle both X f and f, since there will almost always be f-type scalar variables (e.g., potential temperature). An advection code for f (e.g., particles per mass of air N) that is inadvertently used for X f (e.g., particles per volume N) will cause artificially increased values of X f in updrafts and decreased values in downdrafts. (Horizontal motions have little effect because r a varies mainly in the vertical.) Figure 1 shows an example of the differences in cloud droplet number concentration early in a cloud simulation before much precipitation has formed. The case that advects just N [erroneously using (6)] has higher number concentrations throughout most of the cloud than the case usingÑ as the advection variable. The droplet concentration is also increased by inflated values of cloud condensation nuclei number concentration, which is also predicted in the model. The advection errors result in smaller droplet sizes and reduced autoconversion to rain. Overall, the errors are not so large as to be obvious and thus might elude detection unless specific checks for conservation are made. A safe procedure, then, is to ensure that variables have the f form for advection and turbulent mixing, although other approaches are possible. In the illustrated case, the result (not shown) of using N with adaptive advection and mixing routines was nearly identical to usingÑ.
Two-moment sedimentation
Undesirable artifacts that arise from sedimentation in one-and two-moment bulk microphysics have been discussed particularly by Wacker and Seifert (2001) , Milbrandt and Yau (2005a) , and Wacker and Lü pkes (2009). Wacker and Seifert (2001) demonstrated that both one-and two-moment pure sedimentation are quasilinear, leading to unrealistic shock formation. Wacker and Seifert (2001) pointed out that the use of the highly diffusive first-order upstream (FOU) scheme for sedimentation counters the tendency to form shocks, although for the wrong reason because the instability is inherent in the equations. The diffusion produced by the FOU scheme is an undesirable correction because of its dependence the Courant number and how well a feature is resolved spatially on the model grid. On a high-resolution grid, for example, the inherent diffusion error of the first-order upstream scheme becomes relatively smaller, but it also provides less diffusion to prevent shock formation. The results of Wacker and Seifert (2001) therefore suggest caution against using high-order spatial schemes for sedimentation because, in the absence of any other corrective measures, the diffusion of the FOU scheme at least masks the problem with shock formation. Many models use high-order spatial differencing for advection, which could exacerbate shock formation if the sedimentation term in (6) is merged into the advection routine.
a. 1D sedimentation
Milbrandt and Yau (2005a) also studied one-dimensional sedimentation and demonstrated the importance of the shape of the size distribution. For the typical gamma size distribution function used here,
, the shape parameter a determines the width of the spectrum. Higher values of a yield a narrower spectrum and a smaller ratio of mass-weighted and number-weighted terminal fall speeds V q /V N . Lower values of a exacerbate excessive size sorting and artificial increases in reflectivity when V N is used for sedimentation of N. Milbrandt and Yau (2005a) demonstrated the value of a three-moment scheme, which allows the shape of the distribution to be predicted. They showed that a three-moment scheme (e.g., number, mass, and reflectivity) also achieves excellent agreement with a bin model of pure sedimentation.
Short of adding a third moment, few remedies have been proposed for controlling excessive size sorting other than limiting particle size and distribution slope. Milbrandt and Yau (2005a) 
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increase the shape parameter as a function of mean particle diameter. One consequence of increasing a is to reduce the bulk reflectivity (Fig. 2) by reducing the number of large particles in the tail of the distribution. Their diagnostic shape parameter seems to be a useful method for controlling spurious reflectivity growth in sedimentation. On the other hand, the diagnostic shape parameter method requires updating of computer code to allow for a variable a and may also involve experimentation to tune the relationship (Milbrandt and Yau 2006b ). Milbrandt and Yau (2005a) also noted that a fixed shape parameter of a 5 3 served to reduce spurious reflectivity values. As indicated by Fig. 2 , a 5 3 results in a reflectivity reduction of more than 6 dBZ compared to a 5 0 for the same q and N, which may or may not be a desirable bias. In the present study, a 1D sedimentation model was set up similar to Milbrandt and Yau (2005a) to explore other options for constraining excessive size sorting, particularly for an inverse exponential distribution (a 5 0) of graupel. The equation set for the zeroth and third moments (N and q) follows from (8) and (6) for the sedimentation term alone:
where V N and V q are the number-and mass-weighted terminal fall speeds. The fall speed relationship is of the form V(D) 5 gaD b , where g is an adjustment for air density (see appendix A). The initial distribution of mass has a maximum mixing ratio of 2 g kg 21 centered at 5 km altitude, declining to zero at 4 km and 6 km by a cosine function. Mean particle diameters are initialized as 3 mm, and number concentrations are calculated accordingly. All tests used vertical grid spacing of 125 m and a time step of 1 s.
The first two columns of Fig. 3 show results with the common strategies of using V q for N (e.g., Ziegler 1985; Meyers et al. 1997 ) and using V N for N (e.g., Ferrier 1994) . Neither result compares well with the reference bin model (see appendix A) solution (column 5 of Fig. 3 ). Using V q prevents any size sorting at all, and the mean volume diameter remains constant. Sedimentation with V N does allow size sorting, but too much so in the lower part of the column. The mean diameter was limited to 20 mm in the examples, and without this limitation the sedimentation by V N resulted in diameters in excess of 100 mm. A three-moment scheme was also tested (not shown) and verified to have very good agreement with the bin model solution, as found by Milbrandt and Yau (2005a) .
Two new schemes were developed for controlling spurious reflectivity growth while allowing some size sorting. An outline of the algorithms is given in appendix B. Both methods start with sedimentation of N by V N and q by V q and use different methods to adjust number concentration to prevent excessive size sorting. Method I (column 3 of Fig. 3 ) creates temporary reflectivity fields and uses the sedimentation of the reflectivity as a diagnosed third moment to adjust the number concentration. Method II (column 4 of Fig. 3 ) performs sedimentation of N separately by V N and by V q , and the final number concentration is taken as the maximum of the two results at each point.
Methods I and II both effectively control the spurious reflectivities seen in the pure V N sedimentation (Fig. 3) . Both allow some size sorting (particularly at the top of the precipitation shaft) and thereby improve on the pure V q scheme. Method II has the primary advantages over method I of having lower computational cost and being nearly trivial to implement in a two-moment microphysics scheme since V N and V q are already calculated.
Both methods I and II also result in more than doubling the total number of particles (Figs. 3h,i) , however, from 5.9 3 10 10 to 1.4 3 10 11 (method I) or 1.5 3 10 11 (method II). Physically this represents a choice to prioritize conservation of reflectivity in the sedimentation process rather than number concentration. (Total mass is conserved in all cases.) Number concentration is poorly (if at all) observed, whereas radar reflectivity data are now commonly assimilated into ensembles, which motivates the maintenance of reasonable reflectivity values in simulations. Limits on mean particle size also cause nonconservative increases in particle concentrations (assuming that mass is conserved) but may artificially limit FIG. 2 . Change in bulk reflectivity (dBZ) with increasing a relative to a 5 0 for constant mean particle diameter (i.e., same total mass and number of particles). Plotted is the ratio 10 log 10 (Z a /Z 0 ). particle size if the threshold is too low or may still allow spurious large reflectivities if set too high. Similar 1D tests (not shown) were carried out with a larger shape parameter (a 5 3). As noted by Milbrandt and Yau (2005a) , the increased shape parameter reduces artificial reflectivity growth by reducing the relative difference in the weighted fall speeds. Some growth still arises in the V N case, however, and method I is still useful in suppressing the reflectivity errors.
b. 3D model examples
Three-dimensional storm simulations were carried out to explore how results differ with the various sedimentation schemes in context of full model dynamics and physics. Each of the four sedimentation strategies [V q (VQ), V N (VN), method I, and method II] was used on graupel only, along with two additional tests: calculating the corrections from both methods I and II and using the FIG. 3 . One-dimensional pure sedimentation of graupel (r g 5 500 kg m 23 ) in various implementations for a two-moment scheme compared with a bin model. Multiple curves in each panel display variables at 3-min intervals. Columns represent different sedimentation strategies-(column 1) mass-weighted fall speed for N, (column 2) N-weighted fall speed for N, (column 3), correction by reflectivity sedimentation (method I in text), (column 4) correction by using maximum N resulting from N-and mass-weighted sedimentation (method II in text), and (column 5) the reference result from the bin model.
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minimum correction (method I1II noted in appendix B), and using VN but setting the graupel shape parameter a g 5 3. (For tests 1-5, a g 5 0.) All other hydrometeor categories used method II for number concentration.
Results are shown at 26 min of simulation time, when copious graupel had formed but not much had yet fallen below the melting level. Graupel dominates the reflectivity signal in the mixed phase region of the cloud, so changes to that category alone have the most obvious effects. The drag coefficient for graupel is a function of graupel density (appendix A), so two sets of experiments were performed with assumed graupel density of r g 5 500 kg m 23 (Fig. 4) or 800 kg m 23 (Fig. 5 ). For comparison solutions, prediction of a third moment for graupel was added to the model (Fig. 6) . The implementation of the graupel sixth moment Z (reflectivity) very closely follows Milbrandt and Yau (2005b) , and the graupel shape parameter a g can vary between the limits of 0 and 15.
[If a g becomes negative and is reset to zero, then Z g is recalculated from q g , N g , and a g 5 0 to maintain consistency in the moments.]
The excessive size sorting in the VN cases (Figs. 4b and 5b) resulted in greater reflectivity values (by 5-10 dBZ) and mean graupel diameters than the other tests with a g 5 0 or in the three-moment graupel result (Fig. 6) . Although some increase in mean diameter due to size sorting would be realistic (e.g., Fig. 6 ), the reflectivities in VN are clearly inflated and are not at all limited by a reasonable maximum graupel diameter (here set to 10 mm). Methods I and II allowed a reduction of mean diameter in the top part of a precipitation column, so they had results similar to VN from about 8-km altitude upward (Figs. 4b-d and 5b-d) . Method II and VQ in both cases had very similar results below 6-km altitude, where the switch to mass-weighted fallout of number concentration is more likely, including very similar maximum mean diameters.
Despite apparently poor performance in pure sedimentation (Fig. 3, column 1) , VQ had reasonable results (Figs. 4a and 5a ) compared to three-moment graupel (Fig. 6) . Although VQ allows no size sorting, its results are preferable to the pathologies evident for VN, at least for shape parameter a g 5 0. The results with VN and a g 5 3 (Figs. 4f and 5f ) had reasonable agreement with the three-moment simulations in terms of mean diameters but exhibited reduced reflectivity values (Fig. 2) that also affected microphysics rates (accretion of cloud droplets, in particular). Although the choice of shape parameter is beyond the scope of this discussion, a common choice is a g 5 0, which may have some justification based on results from three-moment schemes. Milbrandt and Yau (2006a) found that the shape parameter for hail tended toward zero in the mid to upper parts of a simulated supercell storm, due in part to drop freezing that adds small particles to the distribution. A similar result (not shown) occurs in the three-moment graupel simulations shown in Fig. 6 , and larger shape parameter values (a g . 0.5) are found mainly in the downward edge of the graupel shaft.
The method I correction scheme yielded mixed results. For r g 5 500 kg m
23
, method I came closer than method II to the three-moment results (Fig. 6a) in terms of maximum mean graupel diameter, but not for r g 5 800 kg m 23 (Fig. 5c ). On the other hand, a comparison of the reflectivity values near 08C (near X 5 14 km and 3-4-km altitude) in Figs. 5c,d and 6b shows that method I slightly better matches the three-moment results, so the lower mean diameters are a consequence of tighter control of the reflectivity. Method I therefore tends to result in slight overcorrection in Fig. 5c because of a feedback in which the stronger reflectivity control causes smaller diameters, which in turn result in reduced terminal velocities. At later times (not shown), this feedback in method I appears to exacerbate the overcorrection compared to the three-moment results.
Maximized mean diameter can be achieved by method I1II, which calculates the corrections from both methods I and II and applies the minimum (Figs. 4e and  5e ). This combination seems to optimize the balance between size sorting and prevention of artificial reflectivity growth. Mean diameter is only part of the story, however, since a low shape parameter implies a longer distribution tail at large diameters. The larger mean diameters (.4 mm) in the three-moment result (Fig. 6b) are in regions where a g . 1, which reduces the distribution tail. The graupel mixing ratios (not shown) that correspond to Figs. 5e and 6b are very similar, so the differences in mean diameter and shape parameter account for the similar reflectivity values.
Conclusions
A review of appropriate scalar advection variables has been presented in an attempt to clarify inconsistencies in the variables used in multimoment microphysics schemes in the literature, particularly for the case where some variables are not parcel-invariant [e.g., number concentration (m 23 )]. For the example of number concentration, it is recommended thatÑ 5 N/r a (the number of particles per mass of air) be used as the variable for advection and turbulent mixing for simplicity. An equivalent continuity equation can be used for advection of N, but turbulent mixing should use the parcel-invariantÑ.
Two new methods (and their combination) have been proposed for mitigating artifacts that arise from the nonlinearity of sedimentation in a two-moment scheme while allowing at least some size sorting to occur. Method I tests sedimentation of a temporary third moment (reflectivity) to correct against excessive size sorting, and method II compares sedimentation of number concentration by number-weighted and mass-weighted fall speeds. Both methods were incorporated into a cloud model, and it was found that the combined method I1II (the minimum correction to number concentration) strikes the best compromise that allows some size-sorting effects Fig. 3 . All panels show reflectivity, ground-relative winds at 1-km intervals (every fourth point), and contours of graupel mean volume diameter (intervals of 0.5 mm up to 3 mm, with 1-mm intervals thereafter).
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(particularly in the upper parts of the storm) while preventing unrealistic increases in reflectivity at lower altitudes. The simpler method II performed adequately, particularly in the case with higher graupel terminal velocities, and it has the advantage of simple implementation into a numerical model. Artificial increases in reflectivity are more pronounced in size distributions with shape parameters of zero, and although increasing the shape parameter acts to mitigate unrealistic reflectivity values, it also causes a low bias overall compared to the three-moment result. 
Bin Sedimentation Model
The reference spectral bin solution for the onedimensional sedimentation problem uses logarithmic mass bins (e.g., Berry 1967; Farley 1987) to track the number of particles N(j) in each size range. The only assumption about the particle size distribution is made at initialization, which in this case is an inverse exponential function as used in the bulk schemes. The model has J mass bins (here, J 5 50), and considers a smallest mass, m 0 :
where the scale factor J 0 5 0.6 and m 0 5 1 3 10 213 kg.
Terminal fall speed is the same form used for the bulk scheme and is a function of diameter D and altitude z: 
where C D is a drag coefficient that is dependent on graupel density r g (Straka and Mansell 2005; Mansell et al. 2010) . For both the bin and the bulk schemes, C D 5 0.8 for r g 5 500 and C D 5 0.45 for r g 5 800. The factor g is an estimate for air density r a effects, r 0 5 1.225 kg m 23 is the air density at sea level, and g 5 9.8 m s
22
. Sedimentation is carried out using the box-Lagrangian scheme of Kato (1995) , which reduces to a first-order upstream difference for the chosen time step. The moments M i of the distribution are calculated by a sum over the spectrum M i 5 c i S j D i j N( j), where c i is a conversion factor from the moment to the physical quantity.
APPENDIX B

Sedimentation Algorithms
This appendix presents an outline of the algorithms for sedimentation methods I and II from the main text. 
